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Abstract In this paper, the design and working of a patient load balancing system is

described to enhance the automated patient handling in mass disasters involving scores of

injured victims. The MEDTOC system developed earlier is augmented to handle the larger

size of disasters resulting from mass casualty events. This load balancing system can be

deployed urgently if the scope of the disaster is larger than estimated initially. It starts to

operate when a large number of patients have been assigned to area hospitals and some

hospitals have become overloaded. This system assigns affinity values to patients based on

their trauma condition and moves the selected patients between hospitals until all the

hospitals have stabilized. The system is implemented on a simulated disaster and results

are presented. The results show improvement in the load conditions of hospitals.
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1 Introduction

Any mass disaster results in scores of injured patients that need urgent treatment. MEdical

Data Transmission Over Cellular network (MEDTOC) system [1, 2] developed earlier

deals with several requirements of mass disasters including urgently locating nearest

hospitals, establishing command and control center, transmission of vital signs or RTS

values of patients and centralized web portal to gather critical information about the

disaster. MEDTOC conveys the disaster site’s GPS coordinates to the command and

control server in the nearest hospital. The system then assigns patients to area hospitals

using smart algorithms that consider patient trauma status, hospital trauma rank, driving

distance from disaster site and the remaining total treatment capacity of the hospital.

The delay in first encounter with the physicians can be substantially reduced by inte-

grating the patient data collected on site using vital motes [3] and sending this data to the

hospital server using cellular network. In case the vital motes are not available, paper triage

tags can be used that correspond to specific ranges of revised trauma score (RTS) values

for patients. The RTS comprises of three components; Glasgow Coma scale, Systolic bold

pressure and the respiratory rate (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revised_Trauma_Score).

These components are combined to provide a numerical value which indicates the severity

of the patient’s condition. The RTS values can be transmitted to the command and control

server which assigns patients to various hospitals. Each assigned patient is given an affinity

value which indicates if the patient can be moved to a different hospital or not.

The target of the load balancing is to guarantee the efficient distribution of the workload

among the available hospitals during a crisis. In this paper we propose a load balancing and

queuemanagement framework that extends theMEDTOCsystemdefined earlier at the server

side by applying load migration strategy using back end processing. The target is to prevent

hospitals from becoming overloaded as long as usable capacity exists in other area hospitals.

A framework of patient-reassignment is outlined in order to bring the load of hospitals within

acceptable limits. In the next section,we discuss the general concept of load balancing and the

current state of the art disaster management techniques. In Sect. 3, the specific architecture of

MEDTOC is discussed onwhich the load balancing will be applied. In Sect. 4, the distributed

push patient (PSP) and pull patient (PLP) algorithms are presented that target the patientswith

flexible affinity for transfer to lightly loaded hospitals.We also discuss the proposed extended

distance algorithm which can be used to find additional hospitals if all the hospitals within

50 km of the disaster site have become overloaded. In Sect. 5, the simulation results for load

balancing are presented and discussed. Finally, Sect. 6 discusses the work that can be done to

enhance the PSP, PLP and extended distance algorithm and measure the performance of the

proposed load balancing schemes.

2 Load Balancing and Disaster Management Schemes

Load balancing has been broadly investigated in a distributed system to distribute the amount

of workload evenly between servers to avoid the possibility of the system overload and to

preserve the performance of the system. The authors in [4] proposed a delay sensitive load

management solution that extends an existing messaging system in publish/subscribe effi-

cient event routing (PEER). They developed a framework for better reallocation of the

message exchange from overloaded brokers to the lightly loaded brokers. Their framework

solves the broker overloaded problem efficiently in a LAN-based setting.
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Other researchers are focused on improving the computer infrastructure that can be

easily restored following the natural disaster [5]. They define virtualizing hosts to reduce

an application’s access to computer’s resources leading to a degree of complexity. Mini-

mizing the packet loss problem among multi-sinks in wireless sensor network (WSN) can

be achieved by using cross-layered communication protocol in SENSEI architecture when

the initial difference between clusters’ sizes increases [6].

The advanced health and disaster aid network (AID-N) [7] system allows real-time

communication for triage and patient data. AID-N consists of three layers: embeddedmedical

sensors, personal servers and central server. The electronic triage and sensing system is

responsible for collecting the vital signs of the patients and delivering it to personal servers

that send it to the centralized database server. Overall, AID-N is an expensive system related

to training the medics, maintaining the system and handling the database system at the server

side.Moreover, AID-N does not consider the organization problemswhich are very serious at

the disaster site. The researchers in [8] proposed an emergency response system based on

disaster aid network (DAN) operating with ZigBee wireless technology. The system iden-

tifies the various temperature zones. The performance of the system is affected with the

movement of the patients and doctors at the triage site especially when their density is high.

The researchers in [9] focused on designing an IT application to improve the care of

patients at a disaster site. They designed the wireless internet information system for

medical response in disaster (WISARD) to enhance the tracking and the quality of patient’s

information in the mass-casualty events. WISARD has some limitations such as external

bandwidth for communication and the complex design of the electronic health records. A

disaster planning strategy for the management of medical records in health facilities is

presented in [10, 11]. An online victim tracing and tracking system (ViTTS) was devel-

oped in [12] based on wireless network. They assume the ambulances are equipped with

routers. They used direct online registration of victims with barcode injury cards. The

system consists of facilities for linking the wide area network with the central database for

data transport. Some challenges in this system include the capacity and the size of the bus,

real-time information handling and linking of pre-hospital data to in-hospital data.

3 MEDTOC Arechitecture

In our earlier work [1, 2], we have studied the feasibility of real-time transmission of

integrated patient data to the hospital in a mass disaster situation. An integration, com-

pression and transmission protocol was specified to integrate the data before transmission

and segregate it on reception. OPNET simulation was conducted to configure UMTS based

transmission of patient data from a moving ambulance to a hospital passing through

various node-B stations with medium to heavy loads and repeated hand offs. It was verified

that all the data was transmitted successfully for up to 16 patients using a raw bandwidth of

142 kbps. The maximum delay was recorded as 0.8 s.

This study was based on the use of vital motes. However, after consultation with an

emergency center director in a hospital, we replaced the vital motes with triage tags. The

vital motes are not widely available and the paramedics are well trained to mark each

patient’s condition with a color coded triage tag. The colors of the triage tags translate to

approximate RTS values for patients. We extended the MEDTOC project [13] by speci-

fying the parameters to assign the mass disaster victims to area hospitals. Later, our group

won funding to continue this work and several Matlab and C programs were developed to

automate the assignment of patients to hospitals.
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The latest version of MEDTOC is a client server application to manage and control the

processing and dispatch of patients at a disaster site [14]. MEDTOC establishes the nearest

hospital as the command and control center for a mass disaster. It automates the process of

patient data flow and patient assignment to area hospitals. MEDTOC client is configured in the

portable notebook or digital tablet computer with the paramedics who respond to disaster calls.

MEDTOC server is configured in the hospital computer that waits for the client to share the

disaster information. The parameters that influence the decision of assigning patients to hos-

pitals include the current condition of the patient as evident from the RTS value, the current

treatment capacity of the hospital, the trauma rankof the hospital and the distanceof the hospital

from the disaster site. These parameters influence the priority of a hospital for a specific patient

and the hospital with the maximum priority value is selected for the assignment of that patient.

In the following, we describe the sequence of actions of the MEDTOC client and server

in the event of a mass disaster [14]. Below the description, Fig. 1 shows the basic flow of

information between the disaster site and the hospitals.

3.1 MEDTOC Client

1. Establish connection to the GPS system to locate its current position.

2. Based on the available GPS data, search for nearby hospitals using public API libraries

using a default radius of 50 km.

3. Connect to the server side software in the most appropriate hospital. The GPS

coordinates of the client are transferred to the server to establish disaster location.

Fig. 1 MEDTOC client–server architecture
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3.2 MEDTOC Server

1. The server side software assigns a unique ID to the disaster site and attempts to

establish connection with the server nodes in 2–5 additional nearby hospitals within

the initial range of 50 km.

2. The paramedics attach vital motes to the patients. The vital motes connect to the

portable computer and start sending vital signs of patients to the local client. In

absence of vital motes, the paramedics use color coded paper tags which bear ID

numbers for patients. The six colors used include white (non-urgent), green (less

urgent), yellow (urgent), red (emergent), blue (extremely urgent) and black (dead).

3. The server checks the front of the appropriate hospital queue and selects a physician

from that hospital based on the data available before disaster strikes.

4. The server notifies the client of the assignment. At this time, optionally a secure

connection can be established for the transmission of medical advice from physicians

at the hospital to paramedics on the scene.

As the assignment of patients to various area hospitals is completed under MEDTOC, an

overload situation may emerge. The overloading of specific hospitals may happen because

of their proximity to the disaster site or their trauma rank. We have applied load balancing

techniques to control and manage the overload conditions. In the sequel, the PSP and PLP

algorithms are described for managing the overload.

4 PSP and PLP Algorithms

It is important to keep the workload balanced among all the hospitals in emergencies and

disasters. In this way, the full benefit of the availability of several hospitals for a disaster can

be derived. Load balancing attempts to keep the workload evenly distributed across all the

hospitals in theMEDTOC system. Balancing can be achieved by combining affinity and load

migration techniques. We describe affinity and load migration techniques below.

4.1 Affinity Labels

The patients are assigned to the hospitals based on the queuing model that is described in

[14]. We add an affinity label to each patient to indicate the affinity of the patient to the

hospital as described below in Table 1. It shows assignment of the labels to the patients

based on their RTS values. The label’s value is used to decide whether to keep the patient

at the same hospital or not. When the affinity label value is 1, the patient is in a critical

condition and moving to another hospital is not recommended. If the affinity label value is

zero, it means it is a non-urgent case and the patient can be allocated to one of the lightly

loaded hospitals to improve the overall efficiency of the MEDTOC system s described in

Algorithm 1 below. Such an assignment mechanism will lead to enhancing the load bal-

ancing between all hospitals involved in managing the disaster.

Table 1 Affinity label
assignment

Patient RTS value Label

\2.5 1 (Hard affinity)

2.5–5 0 (Soft affinity)

[5 0 (Soft affinity)
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1. Affinitypi=AssignPatienttoHospital(RTSpi,TTChj,)
2. Do

2.1. Switch (Affinitypi)
2.1.1. Case 0: SoftAffinity()

2.1.1.1. hk=Check_Status(Hospitalhk)
2.1.1.2. AssignPatienttoNewHospital(RTSpi,TTChk)

2.1.2. Case 1: HardAffinity()
2.1.2.1. Keep the patient in the same hospital

3. While (true);

Algorithm 1:  PatientHospiatlAffinity ()

4.2 Migration Based on Affinity

Patient migration is a feasible solution for addressing load balancing between different

hospitals in a disaster situation by using push or pull techniques. In push migration, a

procedure runs periodically and moves the patients from heavily loaded hospitals to lightly

loaded ones in the nearby area. In pull migration, lightly loaded hospitals initiate the

transfer of patients from the heavily loaded area hospitals. Moving patients between dif-

ferent hospitals to achieve the load balancing is based on the RTS value of the patient and

optionally the trauma type and trauma rank for the hospital. If carefully managed, load

migration can result in saving more lives.

The hospital serving as the command and control center for a specific disaster manages

a queue and allows migration only when imbalance exceeds a given threshold (h). The

threshold represents the capability of the hospital to serve more severe patients. In our test

scenario, we have assigned the threshold value as 20 % of the initial total treatment

capacity (TTC) of the hospital. As described in [13], TTC is obtained as a summation of

the individual care capacities of physicians in a hospital. When a hospital’s TTC falls

below 20 % of its initial value, it is considered an overloaded hospital. The PSP

(Push_Patient) and PLP (Pull_Patient) Algorithms are given below.

Algorithm 2: PSP: Push_Patient()
1. do {

WAIT UNTIL timer equals zero
{timer=600 sec; start countdown; continue}
1.1. For j=1,….n //n is the number of hospitals

1.1.1. status= Check_status(RTS,TTChj)
1.1.2. If ( TTChj < 0.2 )

1.1.2.1. Move_patient(pi,hk)
1.1.2.2. New_TTChj = Old_TTChj+ (7.8048-RTSm) 
1.1.2.3. New_TTChk= Old_TTChk - (7.8048-RTSm)

2. While (true);

The PSP algorithm starts periodically every 10 min by checking the status of all the

hospitals (Line 1.1).When the TTCof the hospital hj is less than 0.2, whichmeans the hospital

is overloaded, then one or more patients are migrated from the highly loaded hospital (hj) to

the lightly loaded one hk (Line 1.1.2.1) and the TTC of both hospitals are updated (lines

1.1.2.2, 1.1.2.3, respectively). The TTC is updated by adding or subtracting (7.8048—RTSm)

where RTSm is the RTS value of the patient beingmigrated and 7.8048 represents the optimal
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RTS value for any patient. Given the fact that the patients with lower RTS values are more

critical than the patients with higher RTS values, it is easy to see that the transfer of patients

with lower RTS values will have more impact on the TTC of the hospital.

The waiting time of 10 min is an empirical value for repeating the patient migration

algorithm. Patient migration using PSP will not be initiated until the initial assignment of

patients to hospitals is completed and a hospital is marked as overloaded. During the

10 min period, the only change of information for such a hospital would be discharge of

patients after treatment. This would not cause any problem because the objective of the

PSP is to reduce the load of the hospital and discharge of patients actually helps in

achieving this objective.

Algorithm 3: PLP: Pull_Patient(TTClight)
1. do {

WAIT UNTIL timer equals zero
{timer=600 sec; start countdown; continue}

2. New_TTClight=GetUpdate(TTClight)
3. If (New_TTClight > 0.2)

3.1. For i=1 to p //p is the number of the overloaded hospital
3.1.1. value= Check_status(TTChi)
3.1.2. If ( value < 0.2 )

3.1.2.1. Move_patient(Hospitalhi,Hospitallight)
3.1.2.2. New_TTChi=Old_TTChi-(7.8-RTSm)
3.1.2.3. New_TTClight=Old_TTClight+(7.8-RTSm)

While (true);

The algorithm starts by getting update about the TTC for the lightly loaded hospital

(Line 2). If it is larger than a specific threshold then the algorithm will check the status for

the hospital that has value less than the threshold (Line 3.1.1). One or more patients are

migrated from the highly loaded hospital to the lightly loaded one and the TTC for both

hospitals is updated (Lines 3.1.2.2. 3.1.2.3, respectively).

In case all the hospitals are overloaded, we need to identify a new set of hospitals to

guarantee the effective distribution of the workload. We propose a new algorithm named as

‘Extended Distance algorithm’. It determines the furthest hospital from the disaster loca-

tion (Hmax), generates a new list of all the hospitals within 50 km of Hmax and transfers the

new patients or patients with soft affinity to these hospitals.

Algorithm 4: Extended _Distance()
1. Status=false; For i= 1,……n // n is the number of hospitals

1.1. If ( TTChi < 0.2) //all hospital are overloaded
1.1.1. Status=True

1.2. End for
2. If (Status == True)

2.1. For i=1…n
2.1.1. Hmax= Max_Distance(Hi, Disaster Location)

2.2. Set_GPS_Coordinates (Hmax)
2.3. Generate_List(Hi, Hmax, 50km)
2.4. Send(Hi,Command,ControlCenter)
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Extended_Distance algorithm can be activated when all the hospitals within the disaster

area are overloaded and return the value true for the status (Lines 1, 1.1, and 1.1.1,

respectively). At this stage, the farthest hospital (Hmax) is specified (Line 2.1.1) and a new

list of hospitals within 50 km of Hmax (Line 2.3) is generated. These new coordinates and

the list of newly identified hospitals are sent to the command and control center of the

disaster. The working of the extended distance algorithm is explained in Fig. 2. The

hospital H2 is the farthest hospital from the disaster site. When all the area hospitals H1,H2

and H3 become overloaded, the extended distance algorithm identifies H2 as the Hmax. The

results of running extended distance algorithm with H2 as the center are two new hospitals

Hx and Hv. The patients with soft affinity can be transferred to these hospitals. Since this

paper considers localized disasters with specific coordinates, it is expected that the

extended distance algorithm would be repeated only couple of times.

5 Simulated Load Balancing Results

In this section, we discuss the simulated load balancing results. For simulating a realistic

disaster scenario, we assumed that an fictitious 20 storey apartment complex exists in the

city of Ras al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates. This building is supposed to have 8–10

apartments of various sizes on each floor. The simulated disaster is the collapse of the

building due to an earthquake, affecting several hundred inhabitants present in the building

at the time of disaster.

Using a series of C and Matlab programs, the MEDTOC system performed the initial

steps as outlined in Sect. 3. In addition to the patient RTS values, the system also recorded

the affinity values for all the patients. The server executed the smart algorithms to allocate

patients to specific hospitals by assigning PhysID and HospID to each patient. For the

purpose of this simulation, RAK Hospital, Saqr Hospital and Saif Hospital were selected as

the three closest hospitals within the 50 km radius of the disaster site. Table 2 shows the

important parameters of these hospitals which are labeled as H1, H2 and H3.

Fig. 2 Extended distance
algorithm
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In Fig. 3, we show the results of patient assignment to the three closest hospitals. For

the purpose of this simulation, the total number of patients was varied from 300 to 700. The

load on all the hospitals did not reach the threshold value for 300 and 400 patients.

Therefore the results for 300 and 400 patients are not presented as they do not cause any

patient migrations.

When the number of patients reached 500, the hospital H1 and H3 were slightly

overloaded. At this time, the PSP migration algorithm was executed, resulting in reducing

the load on hospital H1 by about 5 % and on hospital H3 by about 3 %. When the total

number of patients was increased to 600, a few patients were transferred from H1 to H2

and all hospitals became overloaded. Finally, the number of patients was increased to 700,

overloading all the hospitals therefore no patients were moved.

The results show no transfer of patients when all the hospitals are either lightly loaded

or overloaded. When the hospitals are lightly loaded, the outlook is good and no further

action is needed to balance the load. However, when all the hospitals are overloaded, the

proposed Extended_Distance algorithm can be run to find additional nearby hospitals.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, application of load balancing techniques in mass disaster management is

discussed. The MEDTOC system developed earlier is augmented to add the capability of

load management and patient migration when the area hospitals dealing with a mass

disaster become overloaded. Data affinity techniques introduce the hard affinity labels for

patients in critical condition so they will not be affected by the patient migration algo-

rithms. Three algorithms namely PSP: Push_Patient, PLP: Pull_Patient and

Extended_Distance are introduced. PSP works to transfer the less critical patients from an

overloaded hospital to lightly loaded hospital in the region. PLP works by pulling the

patients from heavily overloaded hospitals to lightly loaded hospitals and it is initiated by

the lightly loaded hospitals. We are working on defining the average RTS value combined

with other factors as the figure of merit for measuring the performance of these algorithms.

Table 2 Hospital data for simu-
lated disaster

Hospital ID Distance (km) Trauma rank

H1 26.1 1

H2 28.7 3

H3 26.5 5

Fig. 3 Load balancing results
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These factors can be measured before and after running the load balancing algorithms to

quantify the improvement in the load conditions.

If the number of victims of a mass disaster exceeds initial estimate, the

Extended_Distance algorithm can be deployed to find additional hospitals within 50 km of

the farthest area hospital so that the less critical patients can be moved to these additional

hospitals. Extended distance algorithm is in planning stage and various options are being

considered for enhancing its effectiveness. One option is to search east, west, north and

south of the disaster location instead of moving the search center to the farthest hospital

initially found. Additional results are expected to become available in the near future.

Future work involves simulating the PLP and the Extended_Distance algorithms and

porting the client side programs to Android tablets in order to allow the paramedics to

deploy the MEDTOC programs as soon as they reach the disaster site.
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